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A complete introduction to the C programming language! This bestseller provides comprehensive coverage of the C language.
	Includes language features and over 90 program examples
	Gives step-by-step explanations for all functions
	Explains program looping, decision-making, arrays, functions, and structures
	Clarifies bit operations, enumerated data types, and ANSI C


Over two hundred thousand readers agree that Stephen Kochan is among the elite of programming book authors.
The powerful and easy-to-learn C language is still among the most popular programming languages available, especially among game and small device programmers.    

Programming in C, Third Edition has been thoroughly updated to the most recent C standard with current source code examples.    

Programming in C, Third Edition is a revised edition of a classic programming title. Author Stephen Kochan's style and thorough explanations have earned him a place among the most respected of computer book authors. Although the C programming language hasn't undergone any major changes, it's enjoying new life among game programmers and small device programmers, where its simple elegance makes it the ideal choice for small fast programs. Large game developers, such as Nintendo, use C almost exclusively. This edition combines the time-tested instructional style of Stephen Kochan with updated and relevant examples.

       About the Author
   

Stephen Kochan has been developing software with the C programming language for over 20 years. He is the author and coauthor of several bestselling titles on the C language, including Programming in C, Programming in ANSI C, Topics in C Programming and several Unix titles, including Exploring the Unix System, Unix Shell Programming and Unix System Security. Mr. Kochan's most recent title, Programming in Objective-C, is a tutorial on an object-oriented programming language that is based on C.
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Active Directory CookbookO'Reilly, 2003
This book contains hundreds of step-by-step solutions for both  common and uncommon problems that you might encounter with Active Directory --  including recipes to deal with the Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP),  multi-master replication, Domain Name System (DNS), Group Policy, the Active  Directory Schema, and many...
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UNDERSTANDING STATISTICSBookboon, 2021

	This is a book on the understanding of statistical concepts. If you have no knowledge, you will receive basic knowledge, without having to worry much about mathematics. And if you already know something about statistical methods, you will get a better understanding of the ideas behind them. All basic concepts are discussed in detail and...
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Relativistic Fluid Dynamics In and Out of Equilibrium: And Applications to Relativistic Nuclear Collisions (Cambridge Monographs on Mathematical Physics)Cambridge University Press, 2019

	The past decade has seen unprecedented developments in the understanding of relativistic fluid dynamics in and out of equilibrium, with connections to astrophysics, cosmology, string theory, quantum information, nuclear physics and condensed matter physics. Romatschke and Romatschke offer a powerful new framework for fluid dynamics, exploring...
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The Tourniquet Manual - Principles and PracticeSpringer, 2003


	Why write a book on the tourniquet? The tourniquet is used routinely in operating

	theatres throughout the world, but as far as I know there is no single book

	that surveys the considerable literature that has accumulated. If used sensibly,

	the tourniquet is a safe instrument. Most of the few complications seen with its

	use are...
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Professional Ruby on Rails (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2008

	Professional Ruby on Rails


	Nothing less than a revolution in the way web applications are constructed,Ruby on Rails (RoR) boasts a straightforward and intuitive nature that avoids programming repetition and makes it infinitely easier to build for the web. Over the years, RoR has undergone numerous internal changes...
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Bone Resorption (Topics in Bone Biology)Springer, 2005

	Bone Resorption, the second volume of the series Topics in Bone Biology, is

	centered on the osteoclast, the bone-resorbing cell. The volume thus complements

	the first volume of the series, Bone Formation, which discussed

	origin, function, and pathology of the bone-forming cell, the osteoblast.Both

	volumes are addressed to...
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